Effectiveness of Activated Hydrogen Ions in Neutralizing Paraquat Intoxication in Rats
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Objective: Investigate the effectiveness of $\text{H}_4\text{O}$ in preventing the paraquat’s effect in rats.

Material and Method: Disease-free male sprague Dawley rats were used in the experiment. They were divided into two groups of 5, as the control group and the experiment group. All rats were poisoned with paraquat. The control group was fed water ($\text{H}_2\text{O}$) while the experiment group was fed activated hydrogen ions ($\text{H}_4\text{O}$).

Results: The mortality of rats was equal (40%) in both groups. The control group died earlier than the experimental group (48 hours, 96 hours). In the rats that could survive till 1 month, the pathology of the lungs in the experimental group revealed less severity than the control group.

Conclusion: This may reflect the protective effects of activated hydrogen ions in the lungs, which are abundant in oxygen, and may offer fruitful results in humans.
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Paraquat poisoning is one of the leading fatal agrochemical intoxication problems in many agricultural countries including Thailand. The toxic compound accumulates in lung tissues where free radicals are formed, lipid peroxidation is induced, and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) is depleted. This produces diffuse alveolitis followed by extensive pulmonary fibrosis, jaundice, renal failure, and death. Oxygen supplementation is prohibited in intoxicated patients due to reactivation of the active form of paraquat.

Many treatment modalities such as Fuller’s earth, activated charcoal or resin remain ineffective; hemodialysis, hemoperfusion, and peritoneal dialysis have been attempted with unsatisfactory survival rates\(^{(1-14)}\).

Recently, a combination of deoxidizing hydrogen molecules with an atom of oxygen has been created via electricity. This is $\text{H}_4\text{O}$ (activated hydrogen ion). When active hydrogen combines with active oxygen, it neutralizes the active oxygen into $\text{H}_2\text{O}$. This reaction may prevent tissue damage especially in paraquat poisoned patients. The authors then planned to investigate the effectiveness of $\text{H}_4\text{O}$ in preventing the paraquat’s effect in rats.

Material and Method

Ten disease-free male sprague Dawley rats, obtained from the National Laboratory Animal Center, Thailand, weighing 250-300 grams were used in the experiment. They were divided into two groups of 25, as the control group and the experiment group.

On day 1, all rats were injected intraperitoneally with a 10 mg/ml paraquat solution (Zeneca Agrochemicals, UK) at a dose of 24 mg/kg. Rats in the experiment group received activated hydrogen water as a source of water while the control group received drinking water. Both groups were fed by a regular diet as needed.

During the present study, the lungs, kidneys and livers of rats that died before day 30, were dissected and kept in formalin solution.

On day 30, all the remaining rats were sacrificed. Pathology of the lungs, kidneys, and livers were
compared between the experiment group and the control group. The pathologist was given only the code number of each rat to prevent any bias.

**Results**

There were no statistical differences in the body weight between the control group (326 ± 16 grams) and the experiment group (322 ± 17 grams).

Forty percent of the control group died in 48 hours. Forty percent of the experiment group also died but in 96 hours. The rest of the two groups developed mild rapid breathing in the first week and survived. They were all sacrificed after the thirty days. The body weight of the control group increased 16%, while the experiment group increased 12%.

**Pathological results**

**Lungs**

For those who died early, in both groups, the lungs revealed the same, moderate to marked interstitial hemorrhage and moderate vascular congestion (3+). In the experimental group, there was also mild focal intra-alveolar hemorrhage.

For those who survived for 1 month, lesions in both groups revealed mild interstitial hemorrhage (1+). The control groups also developed moderate pulmonary vein congestion and moderate perivascular lymphocytic cuffing, mild focal consolidation with an increase in the alveolar macrophages. This did not appear in the experimental group (Fig. 1 and 2).

**Heart**

There was no abnormal pathology in both groups.

**Liver**

There was mild sinusoidal congestion and moderate vascular congestion among those who died early. There was no significant difference between the two groups.

Among those who survived till 30 days, the liver was normal in both groups.

**Kidneys**

There were mild congestion and minimal intramedullary hemorrhage in all rats in both groups.

**Discussion**

In the present experiments, there were no different effects between the two groups, in terms of mortality rate (40%), and pathological lesions in the liver, kidneys, and heart.

The effects of activated hydrogen ions may decrease the pathology in the lungs among those who could survive till 1 month. There was no pulmonary vein congestion and no perivascular lymphatic cuffing. This may reflect the protective effects of activated hydrogen ions on the lungs, which were abundant in oxygen and may offer fruitful results in humans.
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ผลของแอกติไวท์ไฮโดรเจนไอออนต่อหนูที่ได้รับสารพาราควอท

สว่าง แสงหิรัญวัฒนา, พิบูลย์เลาหทัย, สมพนธ์สงวนรังศิริกุล, สุรพลวรพงศ์ไพบูลย์, นฤมลมาสกุล, เกษมแสงหิรัญวัฒนา

ได้แบ่งกลุ่มไวท์ไฮโดรเจนไอออน (H₂O) มาทดลองในหนู 10 ตัวที่ได้รับสารพาราควอท เกียวกับกลุ่มควบคุมที่ได้รับ H₂O แต่พบว่า อัตราตาย 40% เท่ากับในกลุ่มควบคุม (96 ชั่วโมง, 48 ชั่วโมง) ในขณะที่ฉีดได้รับ H₂O ในกลุ่มควบคุมมีตัวหนูที่รอดถึง 1 เดือน พบว่า พบการเกิดพยาธิในปอดค่อนข้างมากกว่า กลุ่มควบคุมที่ได้รับ H₂O